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Abstract - Cloud computing has introduced convenient ways of data storage and data sharing without having to invest in
costly hardware and software. Ubiquitous computing made it even more simpler as users can use handheld devices such as
mobile phones and smart phones to upload, download, share text, photos, videos easily on cloud application. But hackers
and criminals committing digital crimes are equally benefitted as no standard guidelines, procedures, methods are in
existence to tackle with the crimes committed in the cloud environment. Digital Forensic process applicable on static devices
cannot be applied directly to cloud environment. Hence, a new approach is proposed in this paper. We are analyzing
Exception Logs generated by the application uploaded in the cloud environment. Analysis of these logs will lead to the
determination of malicious activities, malicious users, state of the machine at the time of the incident and many other factors.
Keywords - Exception Logs, Twitter, Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM), Forensic Integration Architecture (FIA).

management effort or service provider interaction”
[7].

I. INTRODUCTION
According to the Scientific Working Group on
Digital Evidence (SWGDE), Digital Evidence is
“information of probative value that is stored or
transmitted in binary form”[1].

Security and privacy issues have not remained
confined to single device or user. In fact cloud
environment has widened its scope to infinity. Online
Economic Transactions are accepted world vide due
to flexibility, less time requirement and ease of use,
however, users confidence can be enhanced by
adopting stringent security measures. In this paper we
have proposed a technique for digital forensics in
cloud environment. In Section II, we have carried out
literature review of Digital frameworks for cloud
environment. In Section III and IV, we have
discussed sources of relevant data for cloud forensics
and the established standard for the same
respectively. In Section V we have proposed a
technique for cloud forensic. Implementation of the
proposed technique and the results thereof are
discussed in Section VI.

Though process of Digital Forensic is standardized to
some extent but these processes are applicable to
digital devices which can be seized and detained for
forensics. The scenario of cloud is entirely different.
Here no physical device is available for carrying out
forensics. Moreover the data is scattered all over the
world which makes it evitable to incorporate the laws
and rules of all these nations while making policy of
forensic investigation. Virtualization has further
worsen the scenario. In order to tackle this issue
forensic readiness approach is one of the approaches
suggested by many researchers.
A. Digital Forensics
Digital forensics is a discipline which combines
elements of law and computer science to collect and
analyze data from variety of digital systems like
computer
systems,
networks,
wireless
communications and storage devices in a way that is
admissible as evidence in a court of law[3].
Emergence of cloud environment has added more
challenges to the digital forensic techniques which
was initially concentrating only on two categories
namely stored, static or fixed data forensics and the
changing or live data forensics.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Computer Science and Law are the two elements
which constitutes Digital forensics The first one is
utilized to collect and analyze data from the wired
and wireless devices such as computer systems,
networks and storage systems such as hard disks,
memory in such a way that it is acceptable and
admissible as a evidence in the court of law.
According to [8], [20] a digital forensic process can
be broken into four distinct phases:
1. Collection of artifacts (both digital evidence and
supporting material) that are considered of
potential value are collected.
2. Preservation of original artifacts in a way that is
reliable, complete, accurate, and verifiable.
3. Filtering analysis of artifacts for the removal or
inclusion of items that are considered of value.

B. Cloud Computing and its Security
As per NIST “Cloud computing is a model for
enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a
shared pool of configurable resources (e.g. networks,
servers, storage, applications and services) that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
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4. Presentation phase in which evidence
presented to support investigation.
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Digital Forensic Readiness is defined as the ability of
an organization to maximize its potential to use
digital evidence while minimizing cost of
investigation[11]. There is no digital forensic
readiness framework for PKI system hence a new
system is being proposed by authors in [11].
Proposed framework aims at [a] maximization of
potential use of digital evidence, [b] minimization of
investigation cost [c] minimization or prevention of
interruption of PKI system business process [d]
perseverance or improvement of current level of
information system security of PKI system. Ten
phases are proposed in this system.

Traditionally, static forensics and live forensics are
the two methods in which digital forensics is carried
out. In [8] authors argue that these methods are
result of evolution of forensic science for recreation
and documentation of incidences. The process of
forensics analysis of data stored in storage devices
such as hard drives refers to static forensic.
Traditional data acquisition techniques are adopted
for getting the data stored in these devices. The
process of analyzing the data when the system is in
running state is termed as Live Forensic.

Digital Forensic Readiness allows computer
architectures to collect sensitive and critical
information related to digital crimes before they
happen, leading to save time and money during the
investigations [12]. Cloud computing poses different
challenges as compared to traditional setup. For
example in case of computer forensics or mobile
phone forensics the device is seized and is available
for forensic but the scenario of cloud is entirely
different as the infrastructure on which the data is
stored is not known to the client. Moreover the data
is scattered around the globe which gives rise to
issues of time stamping, virtualization in cloud
further complicates the issues. Thus main challenges
in cloud forensics are [a] Reduced data access, Lack
of physical control and Lack of standard because of
elasticity, multiple locations and virtualization [b]
Multiple log formats due to elasticity and
virtualization. [c] No timestamps synchronization, No
routing information, Legal measures, multiple
jurisdiction as data is stored in multiple locations. An
approach for dealing with these issues is the
implementation of Digital Forensic Readiness (DFR)
into the Cloud.[12].

Three approaches of digital investigation are
discussed by authors in [9]. The first one is the
Digital Forensic Research Workshop [DFRWS] held
in 2001 to provide a forum for a newly formed
community of academics and practitioners for
knowledge sharing on digital forensic science.
Committee proposed a seven step process for digital
forensics which includes Identification, Presentation,
Collection, Examination, Analysis, Presentation and
Decision.
Forensic Process Model proposed by U.S. National
Institute of Justice in 2001 is a model for Electronic
Crime Scene Investigation. They proposed a four
step model i.e., Collection, Examination, Analysis
and Reporting.
Abstract Digital Forensic Model is the concept
proposed by authors at [9] which is enhancement of
DFRWS. This model suggests nine steps beginning
with Identification, Preparation, Approach, Strategy,
Preservation, Collection, Examination Analysis,
Presentation and Returning Evidence.
All these approaches presume that all the artifacts
required for forensics be it static or dynamic i.e., all
log files, network data etc is available for carrying out
the process and hence these strategies can work on
the available artifacts. But in the cloud computing
scenarios, availability of these artifacts is the real
crux. Considering digital forensic procedures and
principles authors propose a Forensic Integration
Architecture (FIA) for composing digital evidence in
[10]. It consists of four layers (i) Evidence Storage
and Access Layer (ii) Representation and
Interpretation Layer (iii) Meta Information Layer (iv)
Evidence Composition and visualization layer.

A Cloud Forensic Reference Architecture has been
discussed by author which takes care of all the issues
discussed above in order to get a digital forensics
readiness system for Cloud.For Cloud Forensics
Readiness a model called Botnet As a Services
[BaaS] is proposed. It is proposed that botnet can be
implemented as a Service in Cloud environment.
Botnet will be performing the similar task of infecting
the instances of virtual computers in any cloud
environment and harvesting the digital information
but here it will be used in a non-malicious way. The
harvested information should be preserved for the
cloud forensic readiness purpose [13]. BaaS is
embedded in SaaS module of the Cloud environment
and is consisting of two processes namely Proactive
Process where the virtual computers are being
infected non-maliciously by the botnet and the
Reactive process consisting of traditional Digital
Forensic Investigation steps. In between these two
processes exists the step of Harvesting of Digital
Information as shown in Fig.1 [13].

As discussed previously, here also the process of
acquisition of data from memory devices and network
traffic is not done instead it is assumed that
forensically imaged copies are stored in persistent
media.
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to tackle unauthorized access, data corruption, system
crashes, or corporate breaches of information
security, as well as any other digital investigation
[14].
V PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this paper we present exception log based
technique for cloud forensics which will analyze
exception logs generated by an application.
Exception logs are generated when certain norms and
rules of specific application are violated. Repeated
violation of norms leads to abnormal behavior on the
part of the user or machine. This behavior gives a
clue about the malicious intention.To conduct our
study we have utilized the dataset provided by cloud
based application Twitter. the application designed by
us is a twitter based clone web 2.2 application
system. Twitter is a social networking site having
millions of users sharing data, images etc. A special
term Tweet is used in twitter. Tweet is a general
expression with 140 characters limits. Registered
users can read and post tweets, but unregistered users
can only read them. It is of two types public and
private. Public can be viewed by everybody whereas
private by followers and users home page. As of
May 2015, Twitter has more than 500 million users,
out of which more than302 million are active users
[15].

Fig.1. Cloud Forensic Readiness Model with Baas [13].

Although the concept proposed by author seems
worthwhile from forensic point of view but in
situations where there is no need of forensics, in that
case such a system will cause violation of
confidentiality, privacy. Though author proposes that
the model will be implemented taking into account
the legal acts and the data collected will be strictly
for law enforcement purposes but implementing it
will be difficult as the norms and laws pertaining to
network security are very stringent. More over law
differs from nation to nation, hence implementing
such system globally would be intricate.

If we consider tweets as an entity then there will be
some characteristics for identity. These characteristics
are Length of the tweet. As said earlier the length of
the expression should not exceed 140 character limits.
The second characteristic is its Contents. There are
certain restricted words like “bomb”, “kill” which are
banned from its usage in our application [twitter
clone]. The third characteristic is multiple
occurrences of single tweet or # tags. This
characteristic is included in order to protect the
application from malicious spammers or spam-bots
used in Distributed Denial of Service types of attacks.
Hackers resort to Distributed Denial of Service
attacks in order to disrupt the network traffic of a
particular website. These types of attacks are carried
out by them by employing bot nets which sends
messages repeatedly so that the network is
overloaded and thereby the functioning of the site is
disrupted.We have considered these three
characteristics of twitter to generate our exception
logs. This application is executed in two parts. In the
first part of the application dataset of about 3,50,000
lacs tweets is utilized for analysis. These tweets are
received one by one and checked for violation of
norms of length, contents and number of occurrences.
During each check if it is observed that a particular
tweet is violating norms then exception is generated
accordingly and it is added to respective exception
log. Model for generation of these logs is shown in
Fig. 2. Snapshots of logs generated during our

III. SOURCES OF RELEVANT DATA FOR
CLOUD FORENSICS
Three Layers of Cloud Computing Architecture
namely IaaS, Paas and Saas consists of forensically
important data. Iaas contains snapshots and the
system memory while System states and applications
logs can be retrieved from PaaS. Saas stores Virtual
Machines images and the Single SignOn logs. Cloud
Consumers and Providers are connected via Cloud
Carrier. Therefore, data such as network logs,
activity logs, access record facility logs, virtual
images and hypervisor events log are available with
these carriers.
IV. ISO/IEC 27043
ISO/IEC 27043:2015 provides guidelines for
common incident investigation processes applicable
across
various incident investigation scenarios
involving digital evidence. Processes from preincident preparation through closure of investigation
are covered under it. Processes and principles
applicable to various kinds of investigations are
included in the guidelines. It also includes guidelines
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to the failure of web application/server. This remote
server is hosted in cloud

Figure 3. Model for recording machine state

VI. IMPLEMENTATION
SYSTEM

OF

PROPOSED

Environmental set up is done by creating a cluster
having two machines. Virtualization environment is
used for managing hardware resources and providing
cloud like environment. This is done using Type-1
Hypervisor / bare metal hypervisor to provide cloud
like infrastructure and management console. A Type1: native or bare-metal hypervisors run directly on
the host's hardware to control the hardware and to
manage guest operating systems. For this reason, they
are sometimes called bare metal hypervisors. A guest
operating system runs as a process on the host [16].
With the help of this environment multiple instances
can be installed simulating different physical servers
in cloud environment as shown in fig.4

Figure 2. Exception Log Generation Model.

For carrying out digital forensics or cloud forensic
investigators needs crucial information about the state
of the machine, date and time log, information about
applications running at the time of incident, users
logged in etc. Cloud Service providers provide
abstract information which is not sufficient for
carrying out forensics. Eg. In situation when machine
crashes cloud service providers does not provide the
information about the cause of the crash. Whereas
investigators are interested in finding out the reason
hence additional information is needed to monitor
the state of machine.In the second part of our
application we are dealing with this issue. In this part
a Master Server / Management server is created
which receives exception logs generated by the
application hosted in a separate cloud vendor
environment.
We will be monitoring multiple
instances of this application at this Master server and
will not be logging into application server every time.
The machine state and the application error log is
maintained by the application which pulls the
machine specific data such as network bandwidth,
RAM, Computer etc maintained at Platform As a
Service [PasS] layer and also the application error
logs [SaaS layer] as shown in fig.3. In this way
Application Logs and State of Machine both are
received by us. This data can be collected on demand
or at regular interval. The data is also stored on
remote cloud server for analysis. If at all situation
arises when the server or application becomes
unavailable, in that case event logs can be analyzed to
obtain a greater insight on the chain of events leading

Figure 4. Multiple Virtual Machines

Figure 5. Generation of Exception Logs
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